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				[image: Tony Young]Mr. Anthony 'Tony' Young was born September 8, 1962 in Anderson, South Carolina. He began karate at the age of 12 and earned his Black Belt 4 years later.
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Our 
                                All-Star instructors have over 100 years of 
                                combined experience and enjoy teaching both 
                                children and adults.  Bring the whole family and 
                                get in shape together!
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Class Schedule

  The Schedule has been posted. More...


Tony Young on Wikipedia

  Learn more about Tony Young on Wikipedia! More...
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Our Classes and Programs
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	      The Tony Young Karate Academy teaches male and 
	      female students ages 4 to 75. Students are 
	      taught karate as a means of developing the mind 
	      and body as a weapon for self defense.
	      More...
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	      Kickboxing, the latest in aerobics fitness for 
	      men and women is now being taught by World 
	      Champion Tony Young All-Star Karate. 
	      More...
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	      Now you can personally experience Tae-Bo, 
	      Hollywood's hottest celebrities' and superstar 
	      athletes' favorite workout!  
	      More...
	      

	

	

	Welcome to Tony Young All-Star Karate Academy!

					
Welcome!


Tony Young All-Star Karate Academy provides instruction in Karate, Kickboxing, and Tae-Bo in the Atlanta, GA area.





We hope you enjoy our website and will stop by and visit us if you are in the area. This site is designed to give you information about our facility, our style of martial arts, our staff and provide you with information on how to contact us as well.
	
                        Stay up-to-date with us
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Our 
                                All-Star instructors have over 100 years of 
                                combined experience and enjoy teaching both 
                                children and adults.  Bring the whole family and 
                                get in shape together!
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New Class Schedule

  The New Schedule has been posted. More...



				  
Tony Young on Wikipedia

  Learn more about Tony Young on Wikipedia! More...
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Tony Young All-Star Karate 
                        Academy � 6703 Shannon Parkway � Union City, GA 
                        30291-3703 
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